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U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Cemmission
Document Control Desk ~
tia11:Statdon P1-137
Washington, D. C. 20555

SUBJECTi Arkansas Nuclear One - Unit 1
Docknt No. 50-313
Licenso No. DPR-51
License Event Report 50-313/90-022-00

Gentlemen:

.-In accordance with 10CFR50.73(a)(2)(iv), attached is the subject report
concerning a-reactor trip during plant hentup due to personnel error
while: shifting reactor coolant pumps.

J/t truly y urs,
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Region IV
U. S.-Nuclear Regulatory Commission

-611 Ryan Plaza Drivo, Suite 1000
' Arlington; TX 76011
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On. December 18, 1990, while conducting a plant hcatup in preparation for startup, an
automatic reactor t.rlp was init1 Mod by the Reactor Protection System (RPS) upon
sensing no reactor coolant pumrs (RCPs) running in the "B" Reactor Coolant System
(RCS) loop. At the timo of t.bn trip, RCPs P-32G and P-32D worn running in RCS loop
'A' and P-32A was running in loop 'l0. RCPs were being balanced to reduce vibration
in accordance with an approvn1 proceduro. The operators wnro requested to shift
from P-32A to P-32B in RCS leap 'B'. After reviewing the RCP operating procedure,
the involved operators asked the Shif t Supervisor (SS) If he wished to stop P-32A
and start P-32B. The SS gave an affirmativo response. At that time, a trainee

under the supntvision of a senior reactor operator, stopped P-32A. A reactor trip
then occurred due to zero pumi,a running in thc. 'B' RCS loop. The root cause or this
event was personnel error. An inadequate procedure was a contributing factor. The
RCP operating procedure contained no cautions regarding the possibility of
init iating trips when stopping RCPs. A crew briefing was held w.ith the crew
Irmolved to discuss this event and its significance. The RCP operat ing procedure
will be revised to include additional guidance regn rding ahlf ting RCPs.
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A. Plant Status

At the time of this event, Arknesas Nuclear One, Unit Ono (ANO-1) was
suberltical and in the prc> cess of performing a plant heatup in preparation for
startup following refueling outago 1R9. Reactor Coolant System (RCS) [AB)
temperature was approximately 510 degrees and RCS pressure was 2150 psig. The
Group 1 control rods vero withdrawn to their upper limits to establish " cocked
rod" protection during heatup.

B. Event Description

On December 18, 1990, at approximately 1615, an automatic reactor trip was
initiated by ths Reactor Protection System (RPS) [JC) upon sensing no reactor
coolant puops (RCPs) running in the 'B' RCS loop.

The RPS is a four channel system receiving redundant inputs from nuclear and
non-nuclear Instrumentation. A channel is " tripped" when any one of the
variables it-monitors exceeds the channel trip setpoint for that paramoter. . A
reactor trip is initiated when any two of the four channels are tripped.

This event involved the reactor power / reactor coolant pumps trip function of the
RPS. The RCP breakers are monitored to determino the operating status of the
RCPs. The opening of a RCP breaker initiates four independent signals, one to
onch protectivo channel. This signal is reco1ved by a pump monitor logic, which
counts the number of RCPs in service and identifies the coolant loop in which
the pumps are operating. The pump monitor logic output controls the trip point
of a power / pump comparitor and initiates a channel trip if the number of pumps
in less than that required. A wactor trip is initiated regardless of power

-

level, when the RPS senses no pumps running in a RCS loop.

At the time of this event, ANO-1 eporators were conducting a plant heatup in
accordance with plant procedures. Thren of the four RCPs were operating. RCPs
P-32C and D were operat.ing in RCS loop 'A' and P-32A was operating in loop 'B'.
Proceduro 1402.196, " Balancing For Roduced Vibration P-32A, B, C, D" was in
progress-and being-coordinated by Maintenanco Engineering personnel. It was
requested that the c perators shif t from P-32A to P-32B in RCS loop 'B'. Due to
the on shif t operators -involvement with heatup ovolutions, 'the previous shif t
Senior Reactor Operator (SRO) was. requested - to perform the pump shif t. This SRO

.

and a Reactor Opetator (RO) trainer reviewed the " Reactor Coolant Pump
'

Operation!' proceduro'in preparatiot, for shifting pumps. The Shift Supervisor
(SS) was then asked if he wanted to stop P-32A and then start P-328. The SS
gave.an affirmative responso.- The SRO then made a pago announcement regarding
the pump shif t and directed the RO trainen to stop P-32A and start P-328. When
P-32A was stopped, a reactor trip was initiated since there were no RCPs running
in the 'B' RCS loop. Group 1 control rods inserted into the core-as designed.
At approximately 1618, P-32B was star 6cd reestablishing flow .in RCS loop 'B'.
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C. Root Cause

The root cause of this event was dotormined to be a cognitive error on the part
of the operators involved in shifting the RCPs. None of the operators involved
in the pump shifting _ovolution recognized the fact that stopping P-32A before
starting P-32D would initiato a reactor trip. If a more in-depth crew briefing
had been conducted prior to shifting the RCPs, this event might have been
prevented.

The fact. that the ' Reactor Coolant Pump Operation' proceduro contains no notes
or cautions regarding t.ho possibility of initiating a reactor trip during pump
shifting evolutions is considered to be a contributing factor to this event.

D. Correctivo Action

Since the reactor was not critical at the time of the trip, no immodlato
corrective actions woro necessary.

At 1830 on Pocomber 18, 1990, _ a briefing was held with the crew involved in the
event to discuss the-reactor trip, the cause of the trip and its significance.

At-1854, t.he reacter trip was reset and at 1917, the Group 1 control rods were
withdrawn to establish ' cocked rod' protection and heatup was continued.

Long term correctivo actions to aid in proventing t.he recurrence of similar
events includo ravising the " Reactor Coolant Pump Operation" proceduro to
.provido additional guidance regarding the possibility of initiating safety
-system actuations when changing RCP configurations. This procedure revision is
expected to be completed by April 30, 1991.

A review of existing administrativo guidanco regarding the re quirements for crew
briefings prior to performing plant evolutions is belug conducted to determine
if revisions and/or additions to this guidance is necessary. The review and its
associated revisions and/or additions is expected to be completed by February
23, 1991.

Training will be conducted for ANO-1 Operations personnel regarding any
additions or revisions to'the requirements for crew briefings by April 10, 1991.

-E. Sa foty Sign.ificanco

The reactor was'subcritical during this event and the only components actuated
woro the reactor trip circuit brerikers which resulted in the inscetion of the
Group I control rods, 'Tha RPS functioned as designed to trip the reactor on a
valid actuation signal. There was no safety significance associated with this
event.
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F. Basis For Reportability

This ovnnt constituted an automatic actuation of the Reactor Protection System
and is reportable pursunnt to 10CPR50.73(a)(2)(1v).

This event was also reported in accordance with 10CFR50.72(b)(2)(11) on December
18, 1990.

G. Additional Informat.f on

Previous reactor trips which woro ctmed by Operations personnel error were
reported in LERs 50-313/88-018-00, 50-313/89-038-00, 50-313/89-048-00 and
50-368/87-004-00.

Energy Industry Identification System (EIIS) codes are identiflod in the text as

[XX).
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